Abstract. Bergstra, Ponse and van der Zwaag introduced in 2003 the notion of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence on labeled transition systems. This equivalence is a refinement of branching bisimulation, in which consecutive tau's (silent steps) can be compressed into one (but not zero) tau's. The main advantage of orthogonal bisimulation is that it combines well with priorities. Here we solve the problem of deciding orthogonal bisimulation equivalence in finite (regular) labeled transition systems. Unlike as in branching bisimulation, in orthogonal bisimulation, cycles of silent steps cannot be eliminated. Hence, the algorithm of Groote and Vaandrager (1990) cannot be adapted easily. However, we show that it is still possible to decide orthogonal bisimulation with the same complexity as that of Groote and Vaandrager's algorithm. Thus if n is the number of states, and m the number of transitions then it takes O(n(m + n)) time to decide orthogonal bisimilarity on finite labeled transition systems, using O(m + n) space.
Introduction
Branching bisimulation equivalence proposed by van Glabbeek and Weijland [GW96] is a well-known and elegant equivalence in concurrency theory. This equivalence resembles, but is finer than the standard observation equivalence of Milner [Mil80] .
In 2003, Bergstra et al. [BPZ03] introduced the notion of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence on labeled transition systems. Orthogonal bisimulation is a refinement of branching bisimulation in which consecutive τ -actions (silent steps) can be compressed into one (but not zero) τ -action. This is a major difference with branching bisimulation equivalence and other coarser semantics dealing with abstraction such as observation equivalence, delay bisimulation equivalence [Mil80, Mil81] and η-bisimulation equivalence [BG87] .
The main advantage of orthogonal bisimulation, compared to branching bisimulation, is that it combines well with priorities [BPZ03] . Moreover, it has the following nice properties:
1. There is a modal logic based on Hennessy-Milner logic [HM85] which characterizes orthogonal bisimulation equivalence [BPZ03] . 2. On closed terms in the setting of ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes) with abstraction, orthogonal bisimulation congruence is completely axiomatized by three laws: We note that unlike in branching bisimulation equivalence, the axiom xτ x is not sound in orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. 3. A trace characterization of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence, called the compression structure of a process, is provided in [Vu05] . The compression structure characterizes orthogonal bisimilarity in the same way as the branching structure characterizes branching bisimilarity in [Gla94] .
A commonly used algorithm to analyze the complexity of branching bisimilarity on finite labeled transition systems is presented by Groote and Vaandrager [GV90] . This algorithm solves the Relation Coarsest Partition with Stuttering problem (RCPS) which is closely related to the Relational Coarsest Partition problem (RCP) [PT87] . It is shown in [GV90] that the algorithm for RCPS can be easily transformed to an O(n(m + n)) algorithm for deciding stuttering equivalence on finite Kripke structures [BCG88] and deciding branching bisimulation equivalence on finite labeled transition systems.
In this paper we take a step towards a theoretical foundation of orthogonal bisimulation by presenting an algorithm for deciding orthogonal bisimulation equivalence on finite labeled transition systems. This problem has been raised in [BPZ03] . Our approach is based on the work of Groote and Vaandrager. More precisely, the algorithm in this paper solves a generalization of the RCPS problem called Relational Coarsest Partition with Stuttering problem characterizing Orthogonal bisimulation (RCPSO), and therefore, can be used to decide orthogonal bisimulation. We note that in the Groote-Vaandrager algorithm, the authors perform a preprocessing step by eliminating the presence of cycles of silent steps. This is possible since if two states of a labeled transition system are strongly connected by silent steps, they are branching bisimilar. In the case of orthogonal bisimulation, we cannot eliminate the presence of cycles of silent steps. However, we show that the complexity of our algorithm remains the same as that of Groote and Vaandrager's algorithm. Thus, if n is the number of states and m the number of transitions, it takes O(n(m + n)) time and O(n + m) space for deciding orthogonal bisimulation.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls from [BPZ03] the definition of orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. Section 3 presents the RCPSO problem, and an algorithm to solve it. We show that this algorithm can be used to decide orthogonal bisimilarity. The paper is concluded with some remarks in Sect. 4.
Labeled transition systems and orthogonal bisimulation
In this section, we recall the definitions of labeled transition systems and orthogonal bisimulation from [BPZ03] .
Definition 1 A labeled transition system (LTS) is a pair (S, →) with S a set of processes (or states), and →⊆ S × A × S for a set A of actions (or labels) containing the silent step τ . A triple (s, a, r) ∈→ is called a transition.
An According to Definition 2, a state with a τ -outgoing transition will never be orthogonally bisimilar to a state without τ -outgoing transitions. Furthermore, the states of a cycle of silent steps are not orthogonally bisimilar in most cases. This is the reason why we cannot perform a preprocessing by eliminating cycles of silent steps as in [GV90] . Examples of orthogonal bisimulation are illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
An efficient algorithm for deciding orthogonal bisimulation
In this section, we generalize the RCPS problem to the RCPSO problem that characterizes orthogonal bisimulation. Next, we will present an algorithm based on the algorithm in [GV90] to solve RCPSO. We also show that this algorithm can be used for deciding orthogonal bisimulation.
The RCPSO problem
We recall the definition of partition from [PT87, GV90] to describe RCPSO.
Definition 3 Let S be a set. A collection {B i | i ∈ I } of nonempty subsets of S is called a partition of S if ∪ i∈I B i S and for i j : B i ∩ B j ∅. The elements of a partition are called blocks. If P and P are partitions of S then P refines P (P is coarser than P ) if any block of P is included in a block of P. The equivalence ∼ P on S induced by a partition P is defined by: r ∼ P s if and only if ∃ B ∈ P: r ∈ B and s ∈ B.
The Relational Coarsest Partition with Stuttering problem characterizing Orthogonal bisimulation (RCPSO) can be specified as follows: Given: a nonempty, finite set S of states, a relation →⊆ S × A × S of transitions and an initial partition P 0 of S. Find: the coarsest partition P f satisfying: To decide orthogonal bisimulation, it is essential to start with a partition P 0 in which states with an outgoing τ -transition have been separated from states without an outgoing τ -transition. This agrees with orthogonal bisimulation equivalence.
The algorithm
This section describes an algorithm to solve the RCPSO problem. The algorithm is based on the algorithm for deciding branching bisimulation of Groote and Vaandrager [GV90] , where transition systems might contain cycles of silent steps.
Let | S | n and |→| m. For blocks B, B ⊆ S we define pos a (B, B ) with a τ as the set of states in B from which a state in B can be reached by an observable action a. Furthermore, pos τ (B, B ) is the set of states in B from which a state in B can be reached by a sequence of silent steps τ .
and s n ∈ B }.
Definition 4
We say that a block B is a splitter of a block B with respect to a if and only if:
1. B B or a τ , and 2. ∅ pos a (B, B ) B.
We note that Clause 1 in Definition 4 implies that in case a τ , a block B cannot be a splitter of itself.
If P is a partition of S and a block B is a splitter of a block B with respect to a, then Ref Definition 5 A partition P is stable with respect to a block B if for no block B of P and for no action a, B is a splitter of B. P is stable if it is stable with respect to all its blocks.
The algorithm maintains a partition P that is initially P 0 . It repeats the following steps until P is stable:
1. find blocks B, B of P and a label a ∈ A such that B is a splitter of B with respect to a; 2. P : Ref Proof. Sketch based on the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [GV90] . At each iteration of the refinement step, if we cannot find blocks B, B of the current partition P and a label a ∈ A such that B is a splitter of B with respect to a then we know that the current partition is stable, and that the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the number of blocks increases by one. Thus, termination will occur after at most n − | P 0 | iterations. Next, we show that the resulting partition P f is the coarsest stable partition refining P 0 . We prove by induction on the number of refinement steps that any stable partition refining P 0 is also a refinement of the current partition P. Clearly the statement holds initially. Let R be a stable refinement of P 0 . By the induction hypothesis, R is a refinement of P. Let Q be a refinement of P after a refinement step, using a splitting pair (B, B ) with respect to a. We show that R is also a refinement of Q. Let C be a block in R. Then C is included in a block D of P. We prove that C is included in a block of Q. If D B then we are done. In the case D B, we show that either C ⊆ pos a (B, B ) or C ⊆ B \ pos a (B, B ). Suppose that there are r, s ∈ C with s ∈ pos a (B, B ) and r ∈ pos a (B, B ). There are two cases:
1. a τ . There exists s ∈ B such that s a → s . Let C be a block in R such that s ∈ C . Thus, C ⊆ B . Since R is a stable refinement of P 0 and r, s ∈ C, there exists r ∈ C ⊆ B such that r a → r . This contradicts r ∈ pos a (B, B ).
2. a τ . There are s 0 s, . . . , s n such that for all i < n: s i ∈ B, s i τ → s i+1 and s n ∈ B . Let C 0 C, . . . , C n be the blocks of R such that s i ∈ C i . Since R is a refinement of P and s n ∈ C n ∩ B and for all i < n: s i ∈ C i ∩ B, C i ⊆ B and C n ⊆ B . Since s, r ∈ C, there is a sequence r 0 , . . . , r m with r 0 r, for all i < m, r i ∈ B and r i τ → r i+1 , and r m ∈ B . This contradicts r ∈ pos τ (B, B ).
Therefore, P f is the coarsest stable partition refining P 0 .
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We now describe how one can find in O(m) time a splitter of the current partition, or find in O(m) time that no such splitter exists. Furthermore, if a splitter has been found, it takes O(m + n) time to refine the current partition. We will use the following definitions and lemmas.
Definition 6 Let P be a partition of S. A transition s a → s is called (P-)inert if s ∼ P s and a τ . A transition is non-inert if it is not an inert transition.
Definition 7 Let P be a partition of S. A (P-)inert component is a maximal subset C ⊆ S such that for arbitrary states s, s ∈ C where s s there is a path of inert transitions from s to s , and vice versa. Let B be a block of P such that C ⊆ B ⊆ S. We say that C is an inert component of B.
An Note that an inert component can contain only one state (for example a state that is not connected by a τ -transition). Proof. We note that in the case of branching bisimulation, each state is an inert component since the initial P 0 does not have cycles of τ -transitions. Therefore, instead of dealing with terminal-components, one has to deal with bottom-states only. This is the main difference between the Groote-Vaandrager algorithm and our algorithm. Moreover, while the initial partition of Groote-Vaandrager consists of a single block containing all states, our initial partition will consist of two blocks: one block of states that can perform a τ -transition, and one block of states that cannot perform a τ -transition. 
Example 1 Let
B be a block consisting of states s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , and a state s 6 ∈ B as illustrated in Fig. 2. Then the sets C 1 {s 0 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } and C 2 {s 4 , s 5 } are two inert components of B. More precisely, C 1 is a non-terminal component, while C
⇒: Suppose

Lemma 2 Let P and R be partitions such that R refines P, and P and R have the same inert transitions. Let B be a block of both P and R such that P is stable with respect to B . Then R is stable with respect to B .
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a block B of R and an action a such that B is a splitter of B with respect to a. There are two cases:
1. a τ . By Lemma 1, there exists a transition r a → r with r ∈ B, r ∈ B , and a state s ∈ B such that for no s ∈ B : s a → s . Since R refines P, B is included in a block B of P. Thus, r, s ∈ B . By Lemma 1, B is a splitter of B . This contradicts the fact that P is stable with respect to B .
2. a τ . Then B B . By Lemma 1, there is a terminal component C of B such that for no s ∈ B : s τ → s for some s ∈ C. Since R refines P, B is included in a block B of P. Thus C is included in an inert component C of B . We prove that C is also a terminal component of B . Suppose that C is not a terminal component of B . Then there exists an inert component K with K C , and an inert transition r τ → r of B with r ∈ C and r ∈ K . Let p ∈ C. Then p ∈ C . Thus there is a path p 0 . . . p n of states such that p 0 p and p n r with p i ∼ P p i+1 for all i < n. Since P and R have the same inert transitions, p i ∼ R p i+1 for all i < n, and r ∼ R r . It follows from Definition 3 and p ∈ B that r ∈ B. Since C is a terminal component of B and Definition 7, r ∈ C. Thus, r ∈ C . This contradicts the fact that r ∈ K . We now extend (S, →) with a transition s 3 a → s 1 (see Fig. 4b ). The partition P {B 1 , B 2 } is still stable with respect to B 2 . Furthermore, B 1 is also a splitter of itself with respect to a. However, after the splitting of B 1 into Given an LTS, the data structure for an implementation for solving the RCPSO problem is initialized as follows, where we identify a block, a component and a state with a record representing it (transitions are represented indirectly):
• There are two lists of blocks tobeprocessed and stable. A block B is in stable if the current partition is stable with respect to B , otherwise B is in tobeprocessed. Initially, all blocks in P 0 are in the list tobeprocessed.
• Each state contains two pointers block and component to the block and the inert component of which it is an element, and a list inert transitions of inert transitions ending in this state (see Fig. 5 ).
• Each block B contains a list states of states in B.
Furthermore, it has a list terminal components of terminal components in B and a list non terminal components of non-terminal components in B. • Each transition contains two pointers starting state and target: one to its starting state, and one to its target.
• Each state, each component and each block has an auxiliary field flag of type boolean, which is 0 (standing for false) initially.
• Moreover, there are two auxiliary booleans found a splitter and inert becomes non inert, and an auxiliary list BL. Initially, found a splitter false, inert becomes non inert false and BL ∅. We note that given a block B , the block list BL contains all blocks B having a non-inert transition from B to B .
Note that the transitions of the LTS are either represented in the blocks (the non-inert ones), or in the states (the inert ones).
The implementation of the algorithm for deciding the RCPSO problem is presented in Tables 1 and 2 . With reference to Table 1 , we first explain how to compute in O(m) time whether we can find a splitter of the current partition or decide that no such splitter exists, meaning that the current partition is stable. Let m a BB' denote the number of transitions from a block B to a block B with label a. Let B be a block in tobeprocessed. Scan the list L of groups of non-inert transitions that end in B (initially, L B .non inert transitions). Consider subsequently all groups T a of non-inert transitions with a label a in L. We set the flag field of the blocks of the starting states of all transitions in T a , and add these blocks to the list BL. Furthermore, if a is an observable action then we raise the flag of the starting states of all transitions in T a . In this case, to find out whether B is a splitter of a block B in BL, we only have to check whether the flag of some state in B is not raised. In case a τ , we raise the flag of the components of the starting states of all transitions in T τ . To find out whether B is a splitter of a block B in BL with respect to τ , we only have to check whether the flag of some terminal-component in B is not raised. The complexity to find out that B is a splitter of B with respect to an action a or not is O(m a BB' ). Therefore, the complexity to find a splitter of the current partition In the case we have found that B is a splitter of a block B in the current partition, we split B into B 1 and B 2 and insert these blocks to the list tobeprocessed. By Lemma 2, if some inert transition of the current partition becomes a non-inert transition in the new partition then we append the list stable to the list tobeprocessed and make stable empty. If B is not a splitter in the current partition, then we move B from the list tobeprocessed to the list stable, and repeat the same procedure for the next block in tobeprocessed. If tobeprocessed is empty then we know that the current partition is stable.
With reference to Table 2, 
The RCPSO problem can be used to decide orthogonal bisimulation on finite LTS's
To decide orthogonal bisimulation of two states in a finite LTS, we can check whether they are in the same block of the coarsest stable partition P f in the RCPSO problem with the initial partition P 0 consisting of two blocks: the first block contains all states that have no outgoing τ transitions and the second block contains the remaining states in this LTS. It takes O(m + n) time to construct P 0 , using O(m + n) space. , and s ∼ P f r n . This implies that P f is an orthogonal bisimulation equivalence. 2. P f ⊇ o . Orthogonal bisimulation equivalence o induces a stable partition that refines P 0 on S. As P f is the coarsest stable partition that refines P 0 , o ⊆ P f .
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The complexity for deciding orthogonal bisimulation is O(n(m + n)) time, using O(m + n) space.
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for deciding orthogonal bisimulation. Our algorithm is based on the well-known algorithm for deciding branching bisimulation given by Groote and Vaandrager in [GV90] . The difference between the two algorithms is that in our algorithm, transition systems may have cycles of silent steps. This makes the problem addressed in this paper more complicated. For instance, instead of dealing with states, we have to deal with sets of states called inert components. Nevertheless, we have shown that the complexity of our algorithm remains the same as that of [GV90] . Thus, it takes O(n(m + n)) time to decide orthogonal bisimilarity in finite state transition systems using O(m + n) space. This thereby answers the open question in [BPZ03] .
